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Abstract summary: 

This paper examines the relation between alternative media, human rights and religion in the 

SPEAK Network campaign ‘Speak out for Environmental Sanitation in Marabá’. Promoted by 

students linked to the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students in Brazil (IFES/ABUB), 

at the Federal University of Pará (UFPA), and supported by evangelical churches of the city, the 

campaign mobilized religious youth groups from all regions of the country. The instrument used 

for this was a media product designed to simultaneously bring information, propose political 

reflection, and activities such as lobby, and sending post-cards to authorities – a flyer that 

includes a detachable postcard, called the 'Pray & Post' card. The aim of the studied campaign 

was the CEO of Brazilian mining company ‘Vale do Rio Doce’, to whom the postcards were 

addressed. The students claim that the mining activity promoted by the Vale Cia., located in the 

Amazon region, has generated most of the environmental problems of the city, such as the 

pollution of rivers and damage to population health. The logistics and capillarity of the 

campaign was carried out by the SPEAK Network, an evangelical advocacy network, and 

included mailing the ‘Pray & Post’ cards to supporters and visits to churches and local groups of 

IFES/ABUB. The network is organized through the Internet, bringing together young people on 

e-mail groups, virtual communities and blog-site. This case study is focused in an intersection 

of three subjects: the concept of alternative media as described in Latin-American studies; local 

experiences of media as an instrument for advocacy in human rights causes; and religion as 

means of identity and political mobilization. The theoretical framework discusses the work of 

Latin American author’s such as Raquel Paiva and Muniz Sodré. The relation between media 

and advocacy brings up questions about globalization, state, and the constitution of the ‘third 

sector’ in Brazil. Also, it raises questions about the role of religion to youth political 

mobilization. The case analysis challenges theoretical frameworks as it relocates local and 

national revealing the potential of alternative media for advocacy in human rights. Furthermore, 

the case leads to reflections on the legal aspects of regional invisibility in Brazilian mass media 

as the campaign allowed a local youth group, with no space in the mass media, to give national 

dimensions to challenges they face in everyday life.  
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